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1. ___ all his friends were on holiday, Max stayed in.
❏ Because of
❏ Since
❏ For

2. ___ it rains tomorrow, we won't go to the park.
❏ So
❏ Thus
❏ If

3. I enjoy reading this magazine. ___, it has very interesting articles.
❏ Moreover
❏ Nevertheless
❏ However

4. She voted for the Republican candidate ___ being registered as a Democrat.
❏ and
❏ because
❏ despite

5. He hasn't finished, ___ he can't go now.
❏ If
❏ regardless of
❏ so

6. Ron wasn't tired. ___, he took a nap.
❏ Otherwise
❏ Instead of
❏ Nevertheless

7. The flight was delayed ___ the severe weather.
❏ so
❏ due to
❏ even if

8. ___ taking an umbrella, she ran in the rain.
❏ Instead of
❏ Because
❏ But

9. I want to go to the party but, ___, I have to study.
❏ because
❏ on the other hand
❏ and

10. I left smoking ___ my children.
❏ for
❏ instead of
❏ although

11. You are my sister ___ my best friend.
❏ too
❏ and
❏ even if

12. Meg didn't study. ___, she failed the course.
❏ Therefore
❏ Nonetheless
❏ Otherwise

13. They haven’t finished the essay ___.
❏ despite
❏ yet
❏ also

14. Call me ___ you need help.
❏ in case
❏ even
❏ or

15. ___ my Spanish wasn’t good, I could communicate with the shop assistant.
❏ Since
❏ As
❏ Although

Correct Answers on final page.

Correct Answers
1. Since
2. If
3. Moreover
4. despite
5. so
6. Nevertheless
7. due to
8. Instead of
9. on the other hand
10. for
11. and
12. Therefore
13. yet
14. in case
15. Although
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